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Abstract. Neutrinoless double beta decay is a unique process that could reveal physics
beyond the Standard Model of particle physics. If observed, it would prove that neutrinos
are Majorana particles, and it could give information regarding the neutrino masses and
their hierarchy, provided that reliable nuclear matrix elements (NME) can be obtained.
The two-neutrino double beta decay is an associate process that is allowed by the Standard
Model and it was observed for about ten nuclei. The NME associated with this decay
mode could be even more difficult to calculate, but they can be directly related to the
experimental half-lives, and they can be constrained using data from charge-exchange
reactions. Here we offer a brief overview of the theoretical challenges associated with
these two processes, emphasizing the tools necessary to reliably calculate the associated
nuclear matrix elements. We also emphasize the role of the competing mechanisms that
could contribute to the neutrinoless double beta decay half-life.

Neutrinoless double beta decay is a unique process that could reveal physics beyond the Standard
Model of particle physics [1, 2]. If observed, it would prove that neutrinos are Majorana particles,
and it could give information regarding the neutrino masses and their hierarchy, provided that reliable
nuclear matrix elements (NME) can be obtained [1, 3–6]. The two-neutrino double beta decay is an
associate process that is allowed by the Standard Model and it was observed for about ten nuclei. The
NME associated with this decay mode could be even more difficult to calculate [1, 3, 6–10], but they
can be directly related to the experimental half-lives, and they can be constrained using data from
charge-exchange reactions.
The present contribution offers a brief overview of the theoretical challenges associated with these
two processes, emphasizing the tools necessary to reliably calculate the associated nuclear matrix
elements. It also emphasizes the role of the competing mechanisms that could contribute to the neutrinoless double beta decay half-life [1, 3]. This analysis is very timely given the recent GERDA
phase I results [11], which strongly rule out the Klapdor’s claim of a positive observation of neutrinoless double beta decay of 76 Ge more than a decade ago [12]. In particular, the special case of
136
Xe is analyzed. Recent experimental results for its two-neutrino double beta decay mode provide
a rather small NME [13, 14]. We propose a novel shell model approach that can accurately described
this small NME without artificially decreasing the Gamow-Teller quenching factor. Having tuned the
wave functions to described the two-neutrino double beta half-life, we used them to calculate the neutrinoless NME. Using the recent experimental upper limit of the associated neutrinoless half-life [6]
we derive lower limits for the neutrino physics parameters, and in particular, assuming that the domi-
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nant mechanism contributing to the decay is the exchange of light left-handed Majorana neutrino, we
provide lower limits for the effective neutrino mass [3, 4].
2ν
For the 2νββ decay mode the relevant NME is of Gamow-Teller type, MGT
, and it is shown in Eq.
(1) of Ref. [3]. The 2νββ decay half-life expression is given by
h
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2ν
where G2ν
J are 2νββ phase space factors. Specific values of G J for different 2νββ decay cases can be
2ν
found in different reviews: for a recent analysis of G J see Ref. [15].
The 2νββ NME for the decays of 48 Ca are given in Table I of Ref. [3]. The shell model calculations were done in the p f model space using a quenching factors 0.74 for the Gamow-Teller operator.
One should mention that in the p f model space all spin-orbit partner orbitals are present, and the
Ikeda sum-rule is satisfied, thus the full Gamow-Teller strength is accounted. The shell model calculations for 136 Xe are usually done in the j j55 model space composed of the 0g7/2 1d5/2 1d3/2 2s1/2 0h11/2
orbitals. These calculations requires an artificially small quenching factor [16] to describe the small
matrix element extracted from recent experimental data [13, 14]. We used the larger model space
j j77 obtained by including the spin-orbit partners 0g9/2 0h9/2 , and under a series of truncations we
were able to satisfy the Ikeda sum-rule and to describe the small NME using the standard quenching
factor [4].
The 0νββ decay, (Z, A) → (Z + 2, A) + 2e− , requires the neutrino to be a massive Majorana
fermion, i.e. it is identical to the antineutrino [17]. We already know from the neutrino oscillation
experiments that some of the neutrinos participating in the weak interaction have mass, and that the
mass eigenstates are mixed by the PMNS matrix Ulk , where l is the lepton flavor and k is the mass
eigenstate number (see e.g. Ref. [1]). However, the neutrino oscillations experiments cannot decide
the mass hierarchy, the mass of the lightest neutrino, and some of the CP non-conserving phases of
the PMNS matrix (assuming that neutrinos are Majorana particles). Considering only contributions
from the exchange of light, left-handed(chirality), Majorana neutrinos [1, 2], the 0νββ decay half-live
is given by

 D E 2
 | mββ | 
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(2)

Here, G0ν is the phase space factor, which depends on the 0νββ decay energy, DQββ ,Ethe charge of the
decaying nucleus Z, and the nuclear radius [15]. The effective neutrino mass, mββ , is related to the
neutrino mass eigenstates, mk , via the left-handed lepton mixing matrix, Uek ,
X
D E
2
mββ /me ≡ ηνL =
mk Uek
/me .

(3)

k=light

me is the electron mass [1, 3, 5]. Assuming that one can unambiguously measure a 0νββ half-life,
and one can reliably calculate the NME for that nucleus, one could use Eqs. (2) and (3) to extract
information about the lightest neutrino mass and the neutrino mass hierarchy [1]. In addition, one
could consider the contribution from the right-handed currents to the effective Hamiltonian, which
can mix light and heavy neutrinos of both chiralities (L/R)
νeL =

X
k=light

Uek νkL +

X
k=heavy

Uek NkL ,

νeR =

X
k=light
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Vek νkR +

X
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Vek NkR ,

(4)
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where Nk are the heavy neutrinos that are predicted by several see-saw mechanisms for neutrino
masses [1]. Ulk and Vlk are the left and right-handed components of the unitary matrix that diagonalizes the neutrino mass matrix [1, 2]. One should also mention that there are several other mechanisms
that could contribute to the 0νββ decay, such as the exchange of supersymmetric (SUSY) particles
(e.g. gluino and squark exchange [1]), etc, whose effects are not directly related to the neutrino
masses, but indirectly via the Schechter-Valle theorem [17]. Assuming that the masses of the light
neutrinos are smaller than 1 MeV and the masses of the heavy neutrinos, Mk , are larger than 1 GeV,
the particle physics and nuclear structure parts get separated, and the inverse half-life can be written
as
h
i
2
0ν −1
T 1/2
= G0ν ηνL Mν0ν + < λ > X̃λ + < η > X̃η + (ηNL + ηNR ) MN0ν + ηλ0 Mλ0ν0 + ηq̃ Mq̃0ν ,

(5)

where ηνL was defined in Eq. (3), and
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Here  is the mixing parameter for the right heavy boson WR and the standard left-handed heavy boson
WL , WR ≈ W1 + W2 , MWR and MWL are their respective masses, and m p is the proton mass. The ηλ0
and ηq̃ are the R-parity violation contributions in supersymmetric (SUSY) Grand Unified Theories
(GUT) related to the long range gluino exchange and squark-neutrino mechanism, respectively [1].
Constraints from colliders experiments suggest that terms proportional with the mixing angles, ,
Uek(heavy) , and Vek(light) are very small [18]. The present limits are |< λ >|< 10−8 and |< η >|< 10−9 , but
they are expected to be smaller. In addition, the contributions from X̃λ and X̃η terms in Eq. (5) would
produce angular and energy distribution of the outgoing electrons different than that coming from all
other terms [19], and these signals are under investigation at SuperNEMO [19]. Here we assume that
these contributions are small and can be neglected. In addition, if < λ > is small, Eq. (6) suggests that
ηNL is small. Then, the half-life can be written as (here ηN = ηNR )
h
i
2
0ν −1
T 1/2
= G0ν ηνL Mν0ν + ηN MN0ν + ηλ0 Mλ0ν0 + ηq̃ Mq̃0ν .

(7)

0
The structure of M 0ν
j , j = (ν, N, λ , q̃), is the same as that described in Eqs. (5)-(8) of Ref. [3],
with the neutrino potentials Hα (r) described in Refs. [3, 5]) (see also page 68 of Ref. [1]). A detailed
description of the matrix elements for the j j-coupling scheme consistent with the conventions used
by modern shell model effective interactions is given in Ref. [5]. We included in the calculations
[3, 5] the recently proposed higher order terms in the nucleon currents, three parametrization of the
short-range correlations (SRC) effects proposed in the literature [5], finite size (FS) effects, the effects
of the average energy of the states in the intermediate nucleus, and we treated carefully few other
parameters entering into the calculations.
The results for all NME entering Eq. (7) for the transition of 48 Ca to the 0+1 g.s. and first excited 0+2
state of 48 Ti are presented in Table II of Ref. [3] for two sets of short-range correlations (SRC). Table
II of Ref. [4] presents similar matrix elements for the decay of 136 Xe. Based on these calculations and
using the experimental lower limit of the half-life, one can extract the "single-mechanism dominance"
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upper limits for | η j |, where j = (νL), N, λ0 , q̃. Using the phase-space factor from Ref. [15], we
obtained the upper limits for | η j | shown in Table III of Ref. [3] (48 Ca) and Table II of Ref. [4]
(136 Xe). Alternatively, assuming that two or more mechanisms contributing to the half-life in Eq. (7)
compete, one could use the experimental data from several isotopes to assess the contribution of each
mechanism [20]. Clearly, this scenario requires as many as possible accurate half-lives and associated
NMEs. If the exchange of light neutrino will be determined as the dominant mechanism, then our
results could possible be used to decide the light neutrino mass hierarchy and the lowest neutrino
mass [1].
In conclusion, we analyzed the 2νββ and several mechanisms that could contribute to the 0νββ
decays of 48 Ca and 136 Xe using shell model techniques. We described very efficient techniques to
calculate accurate 2νββ NME for cases that involve large shell model dimensions. These techniques
were tested for the case of 48 Ca, and we provided NME and half-lives for 2νββ transitions to the g.s.
and excited states of 48 Ti. We have also shown that by including in model space j j55 all spin-orbit
partners one can satisfy the Ikeda sum-rule and describe the small 2νββ matrix element for 136 Xe
without recourse to artificially small quenching factors. We also reviewed the main contributing
mechanisms to the 0νββ decay, and we showed that based on the present constraints from colliders
one could reduce the contribution to the 0νββ half-life to the relevant terms described in Eq. (7). We
extended our recent analysis [5] of the 0νββ NME for 48 Ca to include the heavy neutrino exchange
NME, the long range gluino exchange NME, and the squark-neutrino mechanism NME. Shell model
results of these new NME for the 0νββ transitions to low-lying 0+ states in 48 Ti and 136 Ba were also
presented.
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